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Abstract details (poster & oral)
 

Background, Method, Results and Conclusions
Background: 
Many cancer survivors struggle with late-effects many years after their diagnosis this might impact on 
work participation. The CANWORK II study aims to investigate short- and long-term employment in 
cancer survivors in comparison to non-cancer controls and identify factors (disease- and treatment, 
sociodemographic and economic) that predict changes in employment and transitions between states 
of employment.  
 
Method:   
Cancer survivors in working age (18-62 years at diagnosis), diagnosed between 2009-2011 in the Health 
Region of Middle Norway, were invited to participate in the study. Patients who were alive, provided 
informed consent to participate. Detailed data on disease- and treatment were extracted from medical 
journals and linked with four public and health registries (Statistics Norway, Cancer Registry, Norwegian
Patient Registry, Prescription Registry) in Norway providing data on employment, sociodemographic, 
economy, health services and medication use. Data was extracted from all sources from diagnosis and 
up to 10 years post diagnosis. Cancer survivors still alive 10 years after their diagnosis, are invited to 
participate in an electronic questionnaire survey about work, late effects and quality of life. Descriptive 
data analysis and advanced statistical models including “multistate models” and “trajectory analysis” 
will be used.  
  
Results:  
Data from 1112 cancer survivors; including 419 breast, 255 colorectal, 215 lung, 100 lymphoid, 64 brain 
and 59 melanoma is available for analysis in 2023-2024.  
 
Conclusions:  
This study is ongoing and are currently linking data from the four registries and the medical journals. 
The first analyses are planned in 2023-2024. The findings from the study have the potential to extend 
current understanding of the situation of employment after cancer in Europe. 
 

Main implications
Large scale registry data on employment and clinical- and patient reported data provides a unique 
dataset to study what promotes and hamper work participation in cancer survivors and guide tailoring 
of vocational rehabilitation interventions.  
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